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Abstract Soil water availability for plant transpiration is a key concept in agronomy. The objective of this
study is to revisit this concept and discuss how it may be affected by processes locally influencing root
hydraulic properties. A physical limitation to soil water availability in terms of maximal flow rate available to
plant leaves (Qavail) is defined. It is expressed for isohydric plants, in terms of plant-centered variables and
properties (the equivalent soil water potential sensed by the plant, ws eq; the root system equivalent con-
ductance, Krs; and a threshold leaf water potential, wleaf lim). The resulting limitation to plant transpiration is
compared to commonly used empirical stress functions. Similarities suggest that the slope of empirical
functions might correspond to the ratio of Krs to the plant potential transpiration rate. The sensitivity of
Qavail to local changes of root hydraulic conductances in response to soil matric potential is investigated
using model simulations. A decrease of radial conductances when the soil dries induces earlier water stress,
but allows maintaining higher night plant water potentials and higher Qavail during the last week of a simu-
lated 1 month drought. In opposition, an increase of radial conductances during soil drying provokes an
increase of hydraulic redistribution and Qavail at short term. This study offers a first insight on the effect of
dynamic local root hydraulic properties on soil water availability. By better understanding complex interac-
tions between hydraulic processes involved in soil-plant hydrodynamics, better prospects on how root
hydraulic traits mitigate plant water stress might be achieved.

1. Introduction

1.1. The Concept of Soil Water Availability for Plant Transpiration
As a mere consequence of stomatal opening that is required for photosynthesis, plants transpire consid-
erable amounts of water, which also contributes to nutrient uptake and leaf cooling. Water potential gra-
dients generated by transpiration induce xylem water flow, which propagates via roots to the soil, where
a stock of water allows sustaining the transpiration flow. In consequence, the availability of water in soil
has a major impact on plant photosynthesis, growth, and yield, which makes it a key concept in agron-
omy. The definition of soil water availability, first introduced by Veihmeyer and Hendrickson [1927] as the
amount of water held in the root zone between permanent wilting point (PWP) and field capacity (or soil
matric potentials of 215,000 and 2300 hPa, respectively), has been broadly discussed over years. In the
FAO approach, this quantity is called total available water [Allen et al., 1998; Steduto et al., 2009]. However,
only a fraction of the total available water, which depends on the plant type, transpiration demand, and
root development, is readily available. The soil water stress function of Feddes et al. [1976] also puts for-
ward that soil water is not equally available in the range between field capacity and PWP, and that an
intermediate point of ‘‘limited soil water availability’’ should be considered, below which plant water
extraction as well as yield decrease with decreasing soil water potential. In other words, water held by soil
matric potentials between the point of limited availability and PWP would still be available, but at a lim-
ited rate. In the following years, this model was extended in order to account for experimental evidences
that (i) the point of limited water availability depends on plant potential transpiration rate [Feddes et al.,
1978], and (ii) local reductions of root water uptake (RWU) may be compensated by an increased RWU
where water is readily available [Jarvis, 1989]. Even though these concepts allow reproducing observed
trends qualitatively, they do not rely on a physical representation of hydrodynamics of the soil-plant sys-
tem [Javaux et al., 2013].
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In a review paper on soil water availability, Gardner [1965] argued that ‘‘much of the controversy concerning
the relative availability of soil water stems from a failure to define this concept precisely and quantitatively,’’
and stressed that, at that time already, our developing knowledge on processes involved in soil-plant-
atmosphere hydrodynamics was making it possible to replace vague concepts by quantitative expressions,
which would permit a much better understanding of the relation between soil water potential and water
uptake by plants. Doing so, Gardner and Ehlig [1963] took distance from the soil-centered point of view on
soil water availability, stating that it is a function of both plant and soil hydraulic properties. Using the physi-
cal concept of free-energy-driven water flow (i.e., water flows from high toward low water potential regions,
at a rate proportional to the water potential difference between both regions, and inversely proportional to
the hydraulic resistance of the pathway), they defined plant and soil equivalent hydraulic resistances, which
both limit the water flow rate between soil and leaves.

1.2. Identifying Soil and Plant Equivalent Hydraulic Properties
When roots take up water, the three-dimensional (3-D) water flow field in the soil depends on both distribu-
tions of RWU and soil hydraulic conductivities, both being functions of the soil matric potential distribution.
In order to identify a single soil hydraulic resistance representative for the flow paths in the soil at a given
depth, Gardner and Ehlig [1963] and more recently Sinclair [2005], Siqueira et al. [2008], and Caldeira et al.
[2014] needed to assume that (i) roots are distributed homogeneously at a certain depth, so that all flow
paths to the roots have the same length scale and associated flow resistance, (ii) RWU rate is constant, even
though the solution is then used in transient conditions, and (iii) soil hydraulic conductivity is an exponen-
tial function of soil matric potential. Numerical computation of the matrix flux potential allowed relaxing
the third assumption [De Jong Van Lier et al., 2006], but the appropriateness of remaining assumptions
should however be carefully considered regarding actual system properties [Couvreur et al., 2014]. Nowa-
days, a robust alternative to model the detailed soil hydrodynamics within the root zone is to numerically
solve Richards equation in 3-D and couple it to a root water uptake model [Somma et al., 1998; Doussan
et al., 2006; Javaux et al., 2008], its drawback being the possibly high computing requirements of the
method, in particular when high spatial resolution is requested [Schroeder et al., 2009].

Pathways of water from soil-root interfaces to xylem vessels at the plant collar take place in the 3-D network
of root hydraulic resistances. Apart from few studies [Janott et al., 2011], roots water capacity is generally
neglected when modeling crop hydrodynamics (i.e., roots are considered neither to store nor release water,
so that the incoming flux equals the outgoing one) [Doussan et al., 1998a]. This property allowed Couvreur
et al. [2012] demonstrating that any network of root hydraulic resistances can be summarized as a single
equivalent root system hydraulic resistance, while spatially heterogeneous soil-root interface water poten-
tials can be summarized as a single equivalent soil water potential ‘‘sensed by the plant,’’ both fitting in the
Gardner and Ehlig [1963] approach.

1.3. Time Variable Hydraulic Resistances on the Radial Pathway From Soil-Root Interface to Root
Xylem Vessels
Although the equivalent hydraulic resistance of a maize root system was numerically demonstrated to be
rather sensitive to the resistance of the radial pathway from soil-root interfaces to root xylem [Couvreur
et al., 2012], it is still unclear how local fluctuations of these hydraulic resistances would impact the equiva-
lent resistance of the whole root system, and thus soil water availability for the plant.

In the past, plant cell hydraulic properties were considered to be relatively invariant, depending mainly on
the permeability of cell membrane lipid bilayer. But since the first plant aquaporin (AQP) was discovered,
more than 20 years ago [Maurel et al., 1993], a complete shift in the understanding of plant water relations
has occurred [Maurel and Chrispeels, 2001]. The exclusive flow of water through this selective membrane
protein, which can rapidly and reversibly close itself [Tyerman et al., 2002; Chaumont et al., 2005], extends
the potential for control over water flow by living cells. The regulation of AQPs was even shown to radically
impact root radial hydraulic conductance, due to the presence of an impermeable layer of cell walls (‘‘Cas-
parian band’’) on the pathway between soil and root xylem, forcing water to cross cell membranes, and
thus AQPs [Barrowclough et al., 2000]. With decreasing soil matric potential (negative by definition), abscisic
acid (ABA) concentration increases in roots [Dodd et al., 2010], which would provoke an increase of AQP
activity (i.e., their ability to facilitate water flow through biological membranes), and consequently of
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effective root radial hydraulic conductance, at both the cell and the organ level in dry conditions [Hose
et al., 2000; McElrone et al., 2007].

A second type of process potentially impacting soil-root hydraulics is the formation of air gaps at soil-root
interfaces, due to the shrinkage of roots and/or soil with decreasing soil matric potential [Carminati et al.,
2009]. Such gaps reduce the contact area between soil and roots and induce a strong increase of the
hydraulic resistance to radial water flow between them. Additional processes are expected to increase the
hydraulic resistance between soil and roots, such as the change of root mucilage property toward hydro-
phobicity in drying conditions [Carminati and Vetterlein, 2013]. This particular process occurs upstream of
the soil-root interface, but could, for instance, be included in an ‘‘extended radial hydraulic conductance’’
accounting for the rhizosphere properties. Even though the magnitude and dynamics of these processes
are not clearly understood today, they most likely impact the hydraulic resistance to radial flow from soil to
root xylem more rapidly than root anatomical changes.

Whatever the underlying processes (AQP, gaps, rhizosphere property evolution, . . .), soil drying thus possi-
bly has two opposite consequences on soil-plant hydraulics: either a local increase or a decrease of the
radial hydraulic conductance from the soil-root interface to root xylem vessels. How such spatiotemporal
variability of soil-root hydraulic properties may affect soil water availability for plant transpiration is however
unclear.

1.4. Objectives
This study has two main objectives. The first one is to revisit the classic concept of soil water availability
in the light of hydraulic concepts, mainly focusing on the effect of the whole root system hydraulic con-
ductance and soil water potential (SWP) on soil water availability for isohydric plants (i.e., plants whose
leaf water potential stabilizes at a critical value during water stress [Tardieu and Davies, 1992]). It is
addressed in the theoretical background (section 2), using a theoretical inspection of relationships
between root water uptake, soil water potential, and root hydraulic parameters, which have been
deduced in other studies.

The second objective is to understand how local variations of soil-root radial hydraulic conductances due to
variations in soil matric potentials influence soil water availability for plant transpiration. This requires simu-
lating water dynamics in 3-D in the soil, at soil-root interfaces having dynamic hydraulic properties, and
inside the root system of a plant (in this case a maize plant), offering an unprecedented insight into the
impact of local soil-root processes on water availability for the plant (see sections 3 and 4).

Since we focus in this study on the availability of soil water for plants and on the novel insight in dynamic
root hydraulic properties, we allocate the computational effort to the detailed modeling of the significant
hydraulic resistances and water potential gradients that occur in the latter compartments (soil and roots).
Leaf stomatal regulation is implicitly accounted for through isohydricity, but the details of hydraulic and
hormonal signaling that lead to isohydricity are not modeled. Other processes such as carbon fixation
and growth interact at long term with soil water availability for plants, but are not in the scope of this
study.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Limits to Soil Water Availability for Plant Transpiration
Soil water availability for plant transpiration is commonly considered to have the dimension of a volume of
water per horizontal soil surface area, expressed as a height of water havail (L), typically in millimeter units
[Allen et al., 1998]. This variable represents the total stock of water present in the root zone that the plant is
able to transpire, regardless of the time that it would take to do so.

The goal of plant water stress functions (i.e., reduction of transpiration due to water deficit) is to account for
the fact that soil water status may limit plant transpiration rate at a certain time, i.e., the rate at which the
plant can ‘‘consume’’ soil water. Therefore, the stock havail is not the only limit to soil water availability for
the plant. A general definition of soil water availability for plants should account for both types of limits, by
quantifying the stock of water (havail) and the maximum rate at which water can be supplied by the soil-
plant system to plant leaves for transpiration [Javaux et al., 2013].
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As stated in section 1.2, the instantaneous water flow rate reaching plant leaves depends on the distribution
of hydraulic resistances and water potentials between soil-root interfaces and leaves, and increases with
decreasing leaf water potential (wleaf , P) for a given SWP distribution. When leaves of isohydric plants experi-
ence a low critical water potential wleaf lim (P), a partial closure of stomata prevents their water potential
from dropping further by reducing transpiration rate [Tardieu and Simonneau, 1998]. Even though isohydric-
ity has been observed for decades [Tardieu and Davies, 1992; Loewenstein and Pallardy, 1998; Fisher et al.,
2006; McDowell et al., 2008], the mechanisms that provoke the emergence of isohydricity are not well
understood yet, but would involve a control of stomatal conductance by wleaf and ABA concentration [Tar-
dieu and Simonneau, 1998; Tuzet et al., 2003; Christmann et al., 2007; Franks et al., 2007; McAdam and Bro-
dribb, 2014; Huber et al., 2014]. An example of benefit of such a regulation is the prevention of cavitation
[Cochard et al., 2002]. During isohydric water stress, water flow rates cannot increase by further decreasing
wleaf . The water flow rate toward leaves at wleaf lim is thus the maximum flow rate the plant can obtain (for a
given combination of SWPs and plant hydraulic resistances) and will be called the available water flow rate
for plant transpiration: Qavail (L3 T21).

Definitions of water availability in terms of a flow rate already exists in other domains: for instance, for
pumps [Jennings, 1996], river flow [Sene et al., 1999], or dams [Gracheva et al., 2009]. Such a concept can
also be compared to the principle of ‘‘offer and demand.’’ Qavail is equivalent to the ‘‘offer of water’’ from the
soil-root system while the plant potential transpiration rate (Tpot, L3 T21) is the ‘‘demand for water’’ defined
in nonwater-limiting conditions by atmospheric conditions and leaf properties. When the offer of water is
higher than the demand, the actual plant transpiration rate (Tact, L3 T21) equals Tpot (and wleaf > wleaf lim).
Otherwise (Tpot > Qavail), the plant being assumed not to have a water capacitance, water outflow does not
exceed the inflow. Hence, Tact equals Qavail (and wleaf5wleaf lim by definition). In the latter case, the plant is
considered to experience a period of water stress.

This can be summarized as:

Tact5min Tpot;Qavail
� �

(1)

Note that the definition of isohydric water stress and prescribed Tpot implicitly assume that leaf stomatal
conductance is not affected by plant water status when wleaf > wleaf lim [Damour et al., 2010] and becomes
null for wleaf < wleaf lim. In addition, keeping wleaf5wleaf lim under water stress is a constraint sufficient to
identify a single possible value of Tact given the soil-plant system state and properties. In consequence, a
detailed stomatal conductance model is not necessary to determine plant transpiration rate in this study,
but it would be necessary in case the considered plant would not be isohydric or if Tpot was not prescribed,
as in Tardieu and Simonneau [1998].

2.2. Bridging a Gap Between Empirical and Mechanistic Water Stress Functions
The water flow available to plant leaves can be related to plant-scale hydraulic properties, using the model
of Couvreur et al. [2012], which relies on the same representation of water flow in HA as RSWMS [Javaux
et al., 2008] to predict plant collar water potential (wcollar, P):

wcollar5ws eq2
Tact

Krs
(2)

where Krs (L3 P21 T21) is the root system hydraulic conductance, and ws eq (P) is the equivalent SWP ‘‘sensed
by the plant’’ (i.e., a plant HA sensitive SWP):

ws eq5
XN

j51

wsr; j � SUFj (3)

where SUFj (-) is the root system Standard Uptake Fraction at the jth soil-root interface (which corresponds
to the fraction of RWU allocated to the jth soil-root interface under uniform SWP conditions; note that the
sum of SUFs is 1 by definition), wsr;j (P) is the SWP at the jth soil-root interface, and the j index ranges from
the first to the last of the N root segments. It should be noted that the water potentials defined above
include gravitational and matric water potentials, and could include the osmotic potential as in Schr€oder
et al. [2014]. It is further worth noting that, by measuring predawn plant water potential, several authors,
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among whom Kolb and Sperry [1999], actually measured ws eq (when Tact is null, wleaf5wcollar5ws eq, see
equation (2)).

In the following, wleaf is assimilated to wcollar as for crops the resistance to water flow from plant collar to
leaves is considered as negligible as compared to the root system hydraulic resistance [Frensch and Steudle,
1989]. This assumption could however be easily relaxed by including the collar-to-leaves hydraulic resist-
ance in Krs in order to directly predict wleaf . Under water stress, equation (2) determines the following form
of the water flow rate available to the leaves of an isohydric plant:

Qavail5Krs: ws eq2wleaf lim

� �
(4)

Combining equations (1) and (4) yields:

Tact5min Tpot; Krs: ws eq2wleaf lim

� �h i
(5)

Since Tpot is independent of ws eq, and Qavail is a linear function of ws eq, Tact is a piecewise linear function of
ws eq with a plateau at high values of ws eq (see Figure 1a). Three characteristic values determine the shape
of this function: (i) wleaf lim is the intercept of the function on the abscissa axis, (ii) Krs is the slope of the
function, and (iii) Tpot is the height of the plateau.

Note that the Qavail limit is a leaf water ‘‘isopotential’’ line. In other words, the leaf water potential is the
same all along this straight line (and equals wleaf lim). In Figure 1a, a decrease of wleaf lim to 216,000 hPa,
would result in a 1000 hPa rightward translation of the Qavail limit, which would then be located on the
‘‘216000 hPa leaf isopotential line.’’

This mechanistic isohydric water stress function shares similarities with plant transpiration reduction func-
tions characterized empirically for different crops by numerous authors, among whom Gardner and Ehlig
[1963], Tanner [1967], Wesseling [1991], and recently Schoppach and Sadok [2012]. These authors observed
the relative plant transpiration (ratio of plant actual transpiration rate Tact to the transpiration rate of a con-
trol plant in a well-watered conditions Tpot), to drop rather linearly, either as a function of soil water content
or of SWP, and to reach zero at a point higher or equal to the PWP (assigned to be 215,000 hPa in the soil
physics community), see typical shape in Figure 1b.

Three main differences can be noted between the mechanistic water stress function in Figure 1a and the
typical empirical function in Figure 1b. First, empirical functions generally use the ratio Tact=Tpot as ordinate,
instead of Tact. In such condition, the slope of the mechanistic water stress function would become Krs=Tpot,
and thus, change with plant potential transpiration, which is indeed a property of empirical water stress
functions [Feddes et al., 1978; Wesseling, 1991; Novak and Havrila, 2006]. It is however not clear if the slope
of empirical water stress functions would become unique if their ordinate axis was Tact. Second, empirical
water stress functions generally use the SWP (or soil water content) as abscissa, instead of the plant-sensed

Figure 1. (a) Example of actual transpiration rate reduction predicted by the mechanistic model with high (dashed gray line) and low (solid
black line) potential transpiration rates. (b) Classic plant water stress function with the ratio of actual to potential transpiration rate used as
ordinate. The coincidence between the permanent wilting point and intercept of the empirical water stress function is stressed not to be
clear.
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SWP (ws eq). Depending on where the SWP is measured (depth, proximity to roots, etc.), it might be well
correlated with but not necessarily equal to ws eq. Note that in conditions of dense rooting, like for plants
grown in small pots, the SWP is generally considered as uniform and may be considered equal to ws eq.
Third, even though the intercept of empirical water stress functions corresponds to the SWP at which soil
water is not available to the plant anymore, it is not given that it coincides with the PWP and wleaf lim. Espe-
cially, PWP tends to be considered as a universal soil property while wleaf lim is a plant property depending
on stomatal regulation, and thus may be species and even genotype dependent [Gardner and Nieman,
1964]. Differences between these properties might arise from the way SWP is measured too. Observations
of the plant-sensed SWP, for instance, by measuring wleaf when the plant stops transpiring (then
ws eq5wleaf), would provide elements of a response.

In the conceivable case, these three main differences were insignificant, existing empirical water stress func-
tions would deliver values of Krs and wleaf lim, while measurements of Krs and wleaf lim would represent a
convenient way to shape our future empirical plant water stress functions.

3. Methodology

The second objective (i.e., understanding how local variations of soil-root radial hydraulic conductances due
to variations in soil matric potentials influence soil water availability) requires the use of the modeling plat-
form R-SWMS [Javaux et al., 2008] to run simulations explicitly accounting for the three-dimensional water
flow in the soil, at soil-root interfaces, and inside the root system hydraulic architecture (HA). Different func-
tions of relative root radial conductance to soil matric potential are considered. For each of them, the evolu-
tion of plant actual transpiration Tact, plant collar water potential wcollar (considered as a proxy of leaf water
potential wleaf ), equivalent SWP sensed by the plant ws eq, and root system hydraulic properties, are exam-
ined during a 1 month drought scenario.

Scenario features and system properties are described in more details in the following subsections.

3.1. Root System Properties
An 80 days old maize root system of 35,000 root segments generated with RootTyp [Pages et al., 2004] and
described in detail by Couvreur et al. [2012] is used for all simulations. Its architecture is based on Girardin
[1970], Tardieu [1988], and Tardieu and Pellerin [1990].

Default maize root hydraulic properties, sensitive to root segment age and type (see Figures 2a and 2b,
respectively, for principal and lateral roots), were obtained from Doussan et al. [1998b] and Girardin [1970].
At the whole root system level, they constitute the ‘‘default’’ HA.

A multiplicative factor of basic root radial hydraulic conductance is used to represent the sensitivity of root
radial conductance to soil matric potential. The multiplicative factor is a function of the current soil matric
potential only. Consequently, no hysteresis effect is accounted for. Yet, different functions are used for dif-
ferent types of sensitivity to soil matric potential (see Figure 2c).

A first function, referred to as ‘‘Gap’’ (in red in Figure 2c), decreasing linearly with decreasing soil matric
potential is assumed to represent (in a simplified way) the consequence of processes such as the formation
of air gaps or of a hydrophobic layer at soil-root interfaces. The start of the decrease occurs at a matric
potential of 2500 hPa, at which Carminati and Vetterlein [2013] observed the formation of air gaps around
lupin roots, and the function reaches zero relative hydraulic conductance at 215,000 hPa, at which a com-
plete detachment of roots from the soil is assumed. We are aware that a detailed modeling of root shrink-
age or rhizosphere hydrophobicity would demand a considerable increase of the model complexity. The
poor quantitative understanding of these processes however justifies the current use of rather simple
representations.

The second function, referred to as ‘‘AQP’’ (in blue in Figure 2c), represents processes expected to locally
increase radial conductivity with decreasing soil matric potential, for instance, a regulation of AQP activity.
According to measurements of ABA concentration effect on root radial conductivity [Hose et al., 2000] and
to measurements of soil matric potential effect on ABA concentration in roots [Dodd et al., 2010], in the
range of soil matric potentials from 250 to 21000 hPa, root radial conductance would be subject to a
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relative increase of 250%. Due to the lack of data available in the literature, the relative radial conductance
is considered to reach a plateau at lower (more negative) soil matric potentials.

A third intermediate function, product of the first two ones, and referred to as ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ (in yellow in Fig-
ure 2c), is also used in order to combine the trends of both of the first two functions.

It must be noted that AQP activity and root shrinkage might also be considered to be a function of the root
xylem water potential, which would lead to enhanced fluctuations of radial conductances. The choice of the
soil matric potential as the independent variable of the relative radial conductance is based on the fact that
the quantitative information currently available in the literature only links these two variables (sometimes
indirectly). In case future research demonstrates that other variables (e.g., water potential in stele or cortex
cells) are main variables that determine changes in radial conductance, a more detailed modeling of the
radial pathways from soil to root xylem might be necessary.

Note that no root growth and no change in root ages are considered during the simulations, so as to focus
on the effect of the studied local processes on dynamic plant hydraulics. Yet, although the different plants
have the same constant root architecture, only the default HA remains constant. ‘‘Gap,’’ ‘‘AQP,’’ and ‘‘Gap x
AQP’’ HAs evolve differently in time, due to the different sensitivity of their hydraulic properties to soil
matric potential, and to diverging soil matric potential distributions of their respective simulations.

The macroscopic hydraulic parameters Krs and SUF presented in section 2.2 are characterized at each time
step with updated root segments hydraulic properties, using the method proposed by Couvreur et al.
[2012]. In section 4.2, they are used as interpretation key of the water uptake dynamics simulated with R-
SWMS. The SUF also allows calculating the plant-sensed SWP.

3.2. Scenario Description
The chosen scenario represents a summer drought of 31 days, with a daily transpiration rate (Tdaily, L3 T21)
of 600 cm3 d21 (i.e., 5.3 mm d21 for an average of approximately 9 plants m22). Sinusoidal daily variations
of Tpot (implicitly accounting for atmospheric conditions and leaf properties in nonwater-limiting condi-
tions) are applied as ‘‘flux-type’’ boundary condition of the soil-plant system, so that the instantaneous
potential transpiration rates range from zero at midnight to 1200 cm3 d21 at noon. Water potential heter-
ogeneity between leaves is neglected as they are connected by highly conductive xylem vessels, which is
in agreement with the fact that maize leaves react simultaneously to water deficit [Chenu et al., 2008]. For
the same reason, wcollar is used as proxy of wleaf . This assumption might however be inappropriate for cer-
tain types of plants [Domec and Pruyn, 2008]. At each time step, wcollar is calculated by solving 3-D soil
water flow as well as root segment-scale water flow equations from soil-root interfaces to plant collar.
When reaching the value wleaf lim (set at 215,000 hPa), the boundary condition switches to ‘‘potential
type’’ in order to simulate isohydricity. The actual transpiration rate (Tact) is then calculated from water
flow equations so as to respect the constant wleaf lim. Isohydricity is thus assumed as emergent behavior,
thereby avoiding the modeling of the complex mechanisms of stomatal regulation that lead to
isohydricity.

Figure 2. Detailed root segment hydraulic properties description: axial and radial conductivities related to root segment age for (a) principal and (b) lateral roots. (c) Multiplying factors
of roots radial conductances, related to local soil matric potential (reaction to soil matric potential considered as instantaneous and reversible). These factors could, respectively, be inter-
preted as the result of the formation of air gaps at soil-root interfaces (red), an increased aquaporin activity (blue), and both types of processes (yellow).
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In order to represent the overlapping of different maize root systems, as it would occur in a field, while limit-
ing the computational needs, the generated root system was located in a periodic soil domain of 15 cm
(direction of the maize rows) on 75 cm (direction perpendicular to the maize rows). This domain was peri-
odic at its vertical boundaries for soil water fluxes, root system architecture and root water fluxes. The soil
spatial discretization (in all directions) was 1.5 cm. No-flux boundary conditions were set at top and bottom
boundaries of the soil domain, so as to focus on the influence of plant water uptake on soil water
availability.

A soil with high water capacity and hydraulic conductivity for a wide range of soil matric potentials was cho-
sen so that soil water availability gradually decreased during the simulated period. A silt loam parameteriza-
tion [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] of Mualem-Van Genuchten equations [Van Genuchten, 1980] was therefore
selected. Initially, the SWP at the top of the soil profile is set to field capacity (2300 hPa), and the 123 cm
deep soil profile is at hydrostatic equilibrium with the top. Note that the osmotic potential is neglected in
this study.

4. Results and Discussion

In further subsections, we investigate how relations between root segment radial conductances and soil
matric potential (see sections 1.3 and 3.1) would affect: (i) the dynamics of plant water status variables, (ii)
the macroscopic plant hydraulic properties, and (iii) the Qavail.

4.1. Dynamics of Plant Actual Transpiration and Water Potential
Figure 3a shows the evolution of Tact for each scenario. Qavail becomes progressively limiting (i.e., lower than
Tpot) for each HA: first for ‘‘Gap’’ (day 12), then ‘‘Default’’ (day 13), ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ (day 17), and finally ‘‘AQP’’
(day 18). This ranking is expected based on the evolution of root segments’ radial conductances in drying
conditions (see Figure 2c) resulting in delayed water stress for HAs with higher radial conductances.

Even though they were the first to experience water stress, after day 26 ‘‘Default’’ and ‘‘Gap’’ were transpir-
ing slightly more (on a daily basis) than, respectively, ‘‘AQP’’ and ‘‘Gap x AQP.’’ An explanation for this chang-
ing trend is that the environment of the latter group was much drier after day 26, due to their delayed
reduction of transpiration rate. These behaviors could be considered as two possible opposite strategies of
plants during drying phases: the former group reducing their access to water and hence transpiration rates
earlier in order to save water for future needs, while the latter group would access water with the highest
competitiveness. This point illustrates that even though possible mechanisms increasing root hydraulic con-
ductance in conditions of drought temporarily increase soil water availability (through Qavail), when it comes
to questions of long-term management of a limited water resource, the timing of soil water availability also
matters [Lobet et al., 2014]. For instance, it was experimentally demonstrated that in environments subject
to long dry spells, promising root traits to be selected for drought tolerance actually limit the access to
water in the early season [Kholova et al., 2010] in order to keep it available for critical stages of crop growth,
during which a water deficit can have dramatic consequences on yield [Khodarahmpour and Hamidi, 2012].

Root hydraulic redistribution, i.e., water flow from wet to dry regions of the soil profile through the root sys-
tem [Dawson, 1996; Caldwell and Richards, 1989], is thought to improve soil water availability by refilling
drier regions with water, mostly overnight. This process naturally occurred in the simulations due to the
connected nature of soil and root HAs. During the last 4 days, the ‘‘Default’’ HA transpired 200 cm3 d21 on
average while 41 cm3 were lifted to dry regions daily, thus contributing to approximately 20% of the daily
uptake. On the opposite, only 11% of water availability was sustained by hydraulic redistribution for the
‘‘Gap’’ HA whose roots were hydraulically disconnected from dry soil. Eventually, respectively, 26 and 15%
of the ‘‘AQP’’ and ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ HAs’ water availability relied on hydraulic redistribution during the last 4
days of the drought. These ratios are of the same order of magnitude as reported by Caldwell and Richards
[1989] and Brooksbank et al. [2011] (respectively, 34 % and 27% for Sage Brush and Eucalyptus), and can be
expected to be significantly sensitive to processes altering soil-root xylem conductivity.

Figure 3b shows the evolution of wcollar (considered as a proxy for wleaf ) for each scenario. Due to the
drought, the general trend of wcollar is decreasing. The impact of the day-night cycle of plant transpiration is
also very clear, with minima of wcollar around noon and maxima at night, as typically observed experimen-
tally [Gardner and Nieman, 1964; Shackel, 2011]. During the last 2 weeks of the simulation, wcollar of ‘‘Gap’’
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and ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ HAs recovered to significantly higher values at night. Note that wcollar never reached values
lower than 215,000 hPa due to the assumed isohydric regulation of Tact by stomata.

The relation between the cumulative amount of water transpired and the equivalent SWP sensed by each
HA (ws eq, a spatially averaged soil-root interface water potential) is shown in Figure 4a. For a given cumula-
tive transpired water, ‘‘Gap’’ roots always preserved a higher and less fluctuating ws eq, partly explained by
the fact that it took up water at a slower rate, thus limiting water depletion around roots. However, even
though the ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ transpired at a higher rate and did less hydraulic redistribution than the ‘‘Default’’
HA, it preserved higher ws eq and wcollar. Additional explanations are thus necessary, such as changes in the
way RWU was distributed for each HA (for instance, due to changes in the SUF), which will be discussed in
the next subsection.

It is worth noting that the impact of plant growth, was not considered in these simulations, and might have
led to different results regarding the access to water. For instance, the ‘‘AQP’’ HA, which transpired more,
might have formed more photosynthesis products, grown deeper roots, and consequently increased its
Qavail.

4.2. Dynamics of Macroscopic Hydraulic Parameters
In this section, the macroscopic hydraulic model presented in equations (2) and (3) is used as interpretation
key of the results simulated with R-SWMS. Summarizing the collection of locally dynamic root hydraulic
properties as evolving macroscopic parameters helps interpreting the results of the previous section.

Even though the root system architecture remains constant in simulations presented in this study, changes
in root hydraulic properties result in evolving root system HAs. As demonstrated by Couvreur et al. [2012],
root system HA properties can be summarized in terms of their emergent macroscopic properties SUF and
Krs. Graphical representations of the SUF (vector defined in the root system domain, [N 3 1] where N is the
number of root segments) are shown at the scale of the soil element, or larger. For that, Standard Uptake
Fractions that belong to the same soil element are simply summed up, which provides the Standard Sink
Fraction distribution, SSF (-) [M 3 1] where M is the number of soil elements. It is worth noting that the sum
of the standard sink fractions is also 1, by definition.

The SSF corresponds to the weighting with which the plant senses each local SWP, and distributes its
uptake in conditions of uniform SWP. In the two-dimensional representation of the ‘‘Default’’ SSF (Figure 5,
left, for which standard sink fractions were summed up in the direction perpendicular to the maize row),
the plant mostly senses SWP in the upper part of the profile, right below the row. Since this place is also the
one to dry down the most during a drought event [Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002; Beff et al., 2013], the plant

Figure 3. Evolution of (a) plant actual transpiration rate and (b) plant collar water potential during the 1 month drought scenario, for the
four types of hydraulic architectures.
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generally tends to sense a ws eq far below the bulk SWP (i.e., SWP obtained from the average water content
of the root zone, on the soil water retention curve), as shown in Figure 4b. When processes reducing the
radial conductance between soil and root xylem with decreasing SWP (such as air gaps) occur, the root
tends to be ‘‘hydraulically disconnected’’ from the drier area, and the SSF decreases in that area. Figure 5
(right) illustrates the consequent downward shift of SSF for the ‘‘Gap’’ HA, at the end of the drought sce-
nario (day 31). This ‘‘avoidance’’ strategy [Tardieu, 2011] allows the plant not to sense the lowest SWPs and
results in an increased and more stable ws eq (see ‘‘Gap’’ and ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ in Figure 4). Since wcollar equals
ws eq when the plant does not transpire (see equation (2)), higher values of ws eq also explain the higher
night water potentials for ‘‘Gap’’ and ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ in Figure 3b. Processes decreasing root radial conduct-
ance with soil drying could thus explain the experimental observation that overnight plant water potential
tends to equilibrate itself with wetter zones of the soil, regardless of lowest values of SWPs in the profile
[Schmidhalter, 1997; Richter, 1997].

Figure 6a shows that even though the ‘‘Gap’’ SSF progressively shifts downward with time, it slightly shifts
back upward each night, due to the night-time redistribution of water by soil and roots, which partly refills
upper soil layers and reestablishes contact between soil and roots. Except from a slight variation during the
first week, the ‘‘AQP’’ SSF did not significantly fluctuate (see Figure 6b), probably due to the fact that, after 1
week, most of root segments already reached their maximum radial hydraulic conductance (located at
21000 hPa). The ‘‘AQP’’ SSF was also very similar to the ‘‘Default’’ SSF, suggesting that a proportional
increase of all root radial conductances does not affect this emergent parameter.

As shown in Figure 7, the second emergent parameter, Krs, is also dynamic during the simulated drought. A
24 h period dynamics (related to the period of Tpot variations), with increased conductance during the day
can be noticed for the ‘‘AQP’’ HA during the first simulated days. Interestingly, the same plant conductance
dynamics was empirically evidenced for maize [Lopez et al., 2003] and rice [Sakurai-Ishikawa et al., 2011] in
hydroponic conditions, in which air gaps and/or hydrophobic layers do not form around roots. These
authors showed AQP activity to increase with transpiration rate, but could as well have related it to root
water potential, which is strongly correlated to transpiration rate. In opposition, processes reducing root
radial conductivity with soil drying are shown to provoke a 24 h period dynamics of Krs with peaks at night
(see red and yellow lines in Figure 7).

As compared to ws eq, each HA’s relative Krs follows the trend of local changes in relative root radial conduc-
tances (bright versus light colors in Figure 7), but smoothed downward. According to equation (2), each
HA’s Krs defines the amplitude of day-night variation of wcollar, explaining, for instance, the narrow ampli-
tude of ‘‘AQP’’ wcollar and increasing amplitude of ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ wcollar in Figure 3b.

These results illustrate the influence of local alterations of root radial conductances in drying soil on SSF
and Krs, which in turn affect plant water potential dynamics, respectively through their control on (i) the
SWP sensed by the plant and (ii) plant water potential decrease due to transpiration (2Tact=Krs, see equation
(2)). This approach could help understand how different local sensitivities of radial conductances to soil

Figure 4. (a) Relation between cumulated transpiration and equivalent SWP during the simulated drought event. (b) Relation between
bulk and equivalent SWPs during the simulated drought event.
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matric potential (i) translate into different plant-scale strategies for access to water, and (ii) define plant
water potential, which is known to affect plant physiological processes such as organ growth [Gardner and
Nieman, 1964; Frensch and Hsiao, 1994; Shabala and Lew, 2002; Caldeira et al., 2014].

4.3. Dynamics of the Water Flow Rate Available for Plant Transpiration
As discussed in section 2.2, Krs determines the slope of the Qavail limit to isohydric plants transpiration.
Depending on the value of Tpot, the actual plant transpiration rate may be located on the Qavail versus ws eq

line (case of limiting flow rate available), or within the lower area delimited by the Qavail versus ws eq line.
This lower area contains all the possible values of plant transpiration rate for the plant HA, and is commonly
called a ‘‘water use envelope’’ [Sperry et al., 1998]. The limits of this envelope are static for constant root sys-
tem HAs, such as the ‘‘Default’’ one. However, as far as dynamic HAs are concerned, Krs is dynamic and the
slope of the Qavail limit evolves with time.

In Figure 8a, points are displayed for which plant transpiration rate is limited by Qavail during the simula-
tions. As shown by the linear shape of ‘‘Default’’ and ‘‘AQP’’ water stress functions, pointing toward wleaf lim,
Krs is not (or not significantly) dynamic during water stress periods for these HAs. The slopes of their respec-
tive Qavail boundaries thus correspond to their Krs, with notably a steeper limit for the ‘‘AQP’’ HA.

The Qavail boundaries of ‘‘Gap’’ and ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ HAs are built by the succession of properties of their
dynamic HAs. Even though the shape of the resulting boundary represented by the points in Figure 8a is
remarkably linear, one should not mistake the value of its slope for Krs (which is the slope of the line linking
a point of the boundary to wleaf lim, grey lines in Figure 8a). In other words, the equivalence between Krs

and the slope of the water stress function postulated in section 2.2 is not generally valid for dynamic plant
HAs. In such conditions, a requisite to draw the water stress function from Krs would be to know the trajec-
tory of Krs versus ws eq (see Figure 7). For instance, gray dots in Figure 7 mark a clear trend of couples

Krs; ws eq

� �
at the same time of the day during 10 consecutive days, which were used to draw the grey seg-

ments shaping the ‘‘Gap x AQP’’ Qavail boundary in Figure 8a.

When building their root system, plants indirectly shape their Qavail limit, whereas canopy development
rather affects Tpot. As discussed by Ewers et al. [2000], the allocation of carbon between root and shoot sys-
tems has a major influence on the efficiency of resource acquisition. A plant whose transpiration rate (and
by the same occasion photosynthesis) is limited by Tpot may increase the latter by allocating carbon to the

Figure 5. Two-dimensional (integrated in the direction of maize rows) standard sink fraction distributions of the (left) ‘‘Default’’ and (right)
late ‘‘Gap’’ hydraulic architectures.
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development of its canopy. Conversely, for an isohydric plant whose transpiration rate is limited by Qavail,
increasing the leaf area has no effect on the actual transpiration rate (even though Tpot is expected to
increase), while an enhanced AQP activity or root production will increase Krs, and consequently Qavail. In
conditions when water availability is the limiting factor to plant development, adjustments of the root to
shoot ratio may thus be seen as a problem of shaping the area delimited by Qavail and Tpot (see Figure 1a).

A final point discussed here is the relation between bulk SWP (water potential of the soil water retention
curve corresponding to the average water content of the root zone) and ws eq, which are expected to differ
in case SWP is not uniform. As discussed in section 1.2, no simple function predicting water potential at
soil-root interfaces exists for heterogeneous root distributions and transient uptake rates. In this study, the
soil hydraulic limitation was simulated by solving Richards equation in 3-D, and resulted in values of ws eq

significantly lower than the bulk SWP (see Figure 4b). Thus, even though the soil hydraulic resistance did
not appear directly in our water stress functions, it actually influenced Qavail through its effect on ws eq.

As shown in Figure 8b, using the
bulk SWP as abscissa would result
in a quite different and rather fuzzy
stress function, also expected to
change with Tdaily (not shown).
Using the bulk SWP as abscissa
(Figure 8b), or ws eq with dynamic
HAs (Figure 8a), yields water stress
functions that seemingly have vari-
ous endpoints higher than
wleaf lim, which could explain the
difficulty to empirically identify the
nature of water stress functions
endpoints. In this study, all end-
points actually correspond to
wleaf lim, but realizing that water
stress functions may be nonlinear
and using the nonbulk measure of
SWP (ws eq) are necessary to reach
that conclusion. The estimation of
ws eq (for instance, by measuring

Figure 6. Time evolution of one-dimensional standard sink fraction distributions for (a) ‘‘Gap’’ and (b) ‘‘AQP’’ hydraulic architectures.

Figure 7. Relation between relative Krs (relative to the Default hydraulic architecture)
and the equivalent SWP (ws eq) for each type of hydraulic architecture (bright colored
lines), compared to the relation between local soil matric potential and root segment
relative hydraulic conductivity (light-colored lines).
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plant predawn water potential) is thus a central point in the characterization of a mechanistic water stress
function. Future prospects might focus on finding specific positions in the root zone where SWP is a good
proxy of ws eq or calculate it using methods accounting for transient uptake rates and root system
heterogeneity.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The first objective of this study was to revisit the concept of soil water availability for plant transpiration, as
impacted by root system hydraulic properties, in the light of physical concepts. Two limitations to soil water
availability were put forward: (i) the stock of water consumable by the plant havail (L), as defined by Veih-
meyer and Hendrickson [1927], and (ii) the rate at which this stock can be consumed, corresponding to the
instantaneous ‘‘water flow rate available to plant leaves for transpiration’’ Qavail (L3 T21). This limiting water
flow rate was quantified as the product of the root system hydraulic conductance (Krs) by the difference
between the plant-sensed soil water potential (ws eq) and the threshold leaf water potential (wleaf lim), which
triggers water stress in isohydric plants.

An analysis of similarities between the shape of empirical plant water stress functions and the Qavail versus
ws eq relation suggested that the permanent wilting point (PWP) and the slope of empirical stress functions
could respectively correspond to the plant wleaf lim and the ratio of Krs to the plant potential transpiration
rate. When these properties would match, existing empirical water stress functions would deliver values of
Krs and wleaf lim, while measuring Krs and wleaf lim would represent a convenient way to shape our future
empirical plant water stress functions. However, it was demonstrated that this equality might not hold in
case the hydraulic conductance between soil-root interface and root xylem would depend on soil matric
potential.

The second objective was to understand how plant water availability may be affected by the local dyna-
mism of hydraulic conductances between soil and root xylem, possibly resulting from processes such as the
formation of air gaps at soil-root interfaces and the regulation of aquaporins activity. Soil-plant hydrody-
namics was simulated in 3-D for a maize crop whose root radial conductances would either locally decrease
(‘‘Gap’’ scenario), or increase (‘‘AQP’’ scenario), or combine both trends (‘‘Gap x AQP’’ scenario), with decreas-
ing soil matric potential. The resulting dynamic hydraulic architectures (HAs) had exactly the same root sys-
tem architecture, and the same initial havail, but showed radically different responses to water deficit, which
could be interpreted as contrasting strategic behaviors adapted to different types of environmental condi-
tions. The ‘‘Gap’’ scenario was characterized by early water stress, but also by a better recovery of plant
water potential at night. The latter particularity was due to the shift of the standard uptake fraction distribu-
tion (SSF) toward wet zones, which could explain the experimental observation that plant water potential
tends to equilibrate with wetter zones of the soil overnight. In the ‘‘AQP’’ scenario, the increased Krs

enhanced root hydraulic redistribution and temporarily increased plant access to water, but resulted in

Figure 8. (a) Limiting water flow rates available from the drought scenario for each type of hydraulic architecture (10 observation points a
day, only the limiting ones being displayed). (b) Relation between bulk SWP and limiting water flow rates available from the drought sce-
nario for each type of hydraulic architecture (10 observation points a day, only the limiting ones being displayed).
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lower Qavail at long term. Eventually, as compared to a ‘‘Default’’ HA with constant hydraulic properties, the
‘‘Gap x AQP’’ HA could keep both of its cumulative transpiration rate and average water potential at soil-
root interfaces (ws eq) higher, combining the advantages of ‘‘Gap’’ and ‘‘AQP’’ HAs.

It must be noted that soil water availability for plant transpiration was also limited by soil hydraulic resistiv-
ity, which was accounted for in the simulations by explicitly solving the Richards equation with a high spa-
tial resolution. The additional impact of this soil resistance resulted in values of ws eq significantly lower
than the bulk SWP.

In this study, the modeling platform R-SWMS proved to be a convenient tool to investigate and quantify the
result of interactions between complex and nonlinear processes involved in soil-plant hydrodynamics. In the
future, such insight might help crop breeders selecting root phenotypes improving soil water availability in
water-limited environments as in Leitner et al. [2014]. But before that, several other relations might need to be
considered in a more detailed model, including (i) the genotype by environment impact on plant phenotype,
(ii) stomatal adjustments of water ‘‘demand’’ in response to leaf environment, (iii) plant growth and carbon allo-
cation, and (iv) a better understanding of processes affecting plant hydraulic properties, such as AQP activity
regulation, the formation of air gaps at soil-root interfaces and xylem cavitation. Models concentrating on other
complex mechanisms, such as hydraulic and hormonal regulation of stomata [Tardieu and Simonneau, 1998;
Christmann et al., 2007; Franks et al., 2007; McAdam and Brodribb, 2014; Huber et al., 2014], genome by environ-
ment interactions [Hammer et al., 2006], and plant transpiration versus growth for a single plant [Dunbabin
et al., 2002; Drouet and Pages, 2003; Fourcaud et al., 2008; Caldeira et al., 2014] or for a community of plants
[Cramer et al., 2001; Bonan et al., 2003; Sterck and Schieving, 2011], have been proposed in the literature. This
study did not integrate the latter processes but explicitly investigated the relation between root segment-scale
hydraulics and whole root system hydraulics. These relations could be coupled with large-scale models needing
estimations of leaf water potential and soil water availability but also in more detailed models that consider
shoot hydraulics [Janott et al., 2011] or regulation of relative transpiration by root zone produced chemical sig-
nals [Huber et al., 2014]. This coupling will allow investigating differences in the relation between soil water sta-
tus and transpiration rates between plants with different control mechanisms (hydraulic versus hormonal
signaling, isohydric versus anisohydric plants) and will be useful to improve the relations between leaf-scale sto-
matal conductance and the effective stomatal conductance at the plant scale. Finally, the coupling of models
that improve the prediction of water supply to a plant with models that simulate water demand and growth is
essential for predicting feedbacks between supply, demand, and growth under water limited conditions.
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